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Abstract. The Universal 2nd Factor (U2F) protocol is an open authentication standard to strengthen
the two-factor authentication which is required to protect our authentication details online. It augments
the existing password based infrastructure by using a specialized USB (termed as U2F authenticator) as
the 2nd factor. In this work we show why the U2F protocol is not secure against side channel attacks.In
U2F, at the time of manufacturing, the U2F authenticator is assigned fixed keys namely the device
secret key and the attestation private key. These secret keys are later used by the U2F authenticator
during the Registration phase to encrypt and provide digital signature to crucial informations that will
help in proper validation of the user and the web server. However, the use of fixed keys for the above
processing leaks information through side channel about both the secrets.
We present a countermeasure for side channel attack based on re-keying technique to prevent the
repeated use of the device secret key for the encryption purposes and thus prevents side channel attack.
We also recommend a modification in the existing U2F protocol to minimise the effect of signing
with the fixed attestation private key. Incorporating our proposed countermeasure and recommended
modification, we then present a new variant of the existing U2F protocol that we believe will provide
strong security guarantees in the current existing scheme.
Keywords: Password, Authentication, U2F, Side-channel attack, Re-keying.

1 Introduction

Password based authentication is the most widely accepted and cost effective authentication technique
in real world. In general practice, to ensure the confidentiality of a password, it is stored in a one-way
transformed form by applying a technique known as ‘Password Hashing’. Generally, the user selected
passwords are easy to predict [1]. Therefore, it is easy for an attacker to create a dictionary of the most
commonly used passwords and apply ‘Dictionary attack’ [2] to retrieve any password from its hash value.
To prevent this offline dictionary attack, ‘Password Hashing Competition’ (PHC) [3] encouraged a resource
consuming design for password hashing algorithms. The idea is to slow down the process of parallel
computations by making computations resource intensive. To further enhance the security of passwords,
use of cryptographic module for password hashing is suggested in [4]. However, these approaches are not
sufficient to prevent online attacks, such as, phishing, Man-In-The-Middle (MITM), etc. Therefore the
requirement of augmenting a second factor to strengthen the simple password based authentication is in
recent trend. Few significant second factor solutions such as Time-based One-Time Password (TOTP) [5]
and Short Message System (SMS) [6] are easy target for phishing attack or MITM attack which in turn
affect user privacy severely and introduce major loss [7]. Frequent cases of phishing and monetary theft
due to security flaws in password based solution have been reported. The U2F protocol proposed by
Fast IDentity Online (FIDO) alliance in 2014 has been introduced as a strong augmentation that can
overcome all known attacks currently faced in practice. Another protocol proposed by the FIDO alliance
is called Universal Authentication Framework (UAF). The UAF protocol is an authentication protocol
which supports biometric authentication to provide a unified and extensible authentication mechanism that
supplants passwords [8]. As UAF supports biometric authentication, a different category of authentication
when compared to U2F which supports passwords, in this work we mainly focus on the analysis of U2F
protocol. The detailed analysis of UAF protocol is left out of the scope of this paper. The U2F solution
is based on public-key solution 3. Considering the claim of U2F developers that U2F is a significant
contribution towards strengthening simple password-based authentication, a thorough third party analysis

3 Public-key cryptosystem uses two mathematically related, but not identical, keys - a public key which is known
to all and a private key which is known only to the owner. It accomplishes two functions: encryption and digital



of U2F solution is required to verify their assertion.

Motivation: In U2F protocol, we observe that at the time of manufacturing phase the U2F authenticator
is assigned a unique device secret key and an attestation private key. Both these keys are fixed through out
the life time of the token. The device secret key is used to compute a value called Keyhandle. The attestation
private key is used to perform a signature. Both these operations are performed during the Registration Phase
of the U2F protocol. Multiple execution of the Registration Phase involving computations with these fixed
keys, leaks information through side channel about both the keys. In general, the U2F authenticator is a
specialized USB and all crucial cryptographic operations are performed inside it. Physical access to the USB is
not a difficult scenario and hence side channel attack is easy to mount. The side channel attacks are the most
powerful and easy to implement attacks against cryptographic implementations [10,11]. Any cryptosystem is
an easy target of this attack if suitable countermeasures are not adopted. The specifications [12,13] on U2F
does not consider side channel in its security analysis. However, the security of the U2F solution depends on
the keys which can easily be disclosed though side channel attack. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to
protect U2F from this attack.

The side channel attacks (SCA), proposed by Kocher [10, 11], exploit weaknesses in the physical
implementation of cryptosystem to recover the secret key information. These attacks treat ciphers as grey
box and capitalize on the side channel leaks such as timing information [10], power consumption [11],
electromagnetic leaks [14] etc. to correlate them with the internal states of the processing device which
are dependent on the secret key. Several flavors of side channel attacks have been proposed depending upon
the type of leakage investigated. Among them, power attacks are the most popular and extensively studied
class of attacks. Power attacks analyze the power consumption of a cryptographic operation to recover the
secret information. The ‘Differential Power Ananlysis (DPA)’ attack [11] is a more advanced form of power
attack which allows an attacker to compute the intermediate values within cryptographic computations by
statistically analyzing data collected from multiple cryptographic operations [10]. DPA attack is very practical
to implement. When a cryptographic operation is performed over a fixed key, computation with different
input-output pairs can easily reveal the key by applying DPA attack. Template attack [15] is another powerful
side channel attack which can reveal the secret with less number of input-output pairs but not practical till
date. It requires significant pre-processing to be implemented but can break implementations secure against
DPA attack as well. As template attack is far from being practical, having a solution that is DPA resistant is
enough to claim side channel resistance. Therefore, nowadays it is essential to consider the implementations
of cryptographic algorithms to be side channel resistant. As observed, the use of fixed keys in U2F protocol
can similarly leak information about both the secrets applying the DPA attack. Therefore, we explore the
possible cryptographic solutions to prevent repeated use of the fixed keys for U2F protocol. We show the
rekeying technique which generates different session keys, as a suitable countermeasure.

In cryptography, rekeying is a technique where different subkeys are derived from a master key to limit
the number of operations performed under the same master key [16]. It is considered as an efficient approach
to prevent leakage of a secret key information through side channel by generating multiple different keys
from the initial secret key and limiting the number of operations performed with each generated keys. In
our proposed solution, we utilize rekeying technique to protect the computations that are performed under
fixed keys in the U2F protocol.

Our Contribution:

1. We first show why the U2F protocol cannot be secure against side channel attacks. We then propose a
countermeasure to fix this issue. Our proposed solution is based on the rekeying technique that derives
session keys from the device secret key. Use of different session keys instead of the fixed device secret key
helps in keeping the device secret key confidential.

2. The signature function that uses the attestation private key also leaks information that can be captured
through side channel analysis. Usually in public key infrastructure (PKI) [9], the verification of digital

signature. For encryption a sender encrypts with the public key of the receiver so that only the receiver can decrypt
with its own private key. For digital signature the sender signs a known message with its private key so that the
receiver can verify with the public key of the sender. For more details one can refer to [9]



signature is satisfied by the use of certificate. Intuitively, it may seem that use of session key will prevent
the side channel attack on attestation private key as well. However, getting valid certificate for each
session key generated from attestation private key is not practical in asymmetric cryptosystem. Hence,
it is difficult to prevent side channel attacks using the existing solutions for signature. Therefore, we
recommend a modification to mitigate the attack.

3. Incorporating our proposed countermeasure and recommended modification, we then present a new
variant of the existing U2F protocol that we believe will provide strong security guarantees in the
current existing scheme.

4. There is a lack of clear and comprehensive literature that describes the U2F protocol with detailed
security analysis. We present a detailed analysis of the U2F protocol including its security analysis.
We also try to fill the gap in the description of the protocol by providing clear explanation of all the
cryptographic operations.

5. We also explain in brief how the side channel attacks of U2F protocol and the corresponding proposed
countermeasures are similarly applicable to Universal Authentication Framework (UAF) protocol.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present an overview of the U2F protocol.
In Section 3, we detail the existing security analysis on U2F protocol. Possible side channel attack points
that can be exploited in U2F protocol are explained in Section 4. Subsequently, the countermeasure on
these attacks and the complete description of our modified U2F protocol incorporating the countermeasure
are documented in Section 5. This is followed by a detailed explanation of the design rationale behind our
proposed modifications and its security evaluation in Sections 6 and 7 respectively. In Section 8, we present
a discussion on the few limitations of the U2F protocol. The Section 9 explains in brief how the side channel
attacks of U2F and the corresponding countermeasures can be applied to UAF protocol as well. Finally, in
Sections 10, we conclude our work.

2 Overview of the U2F Protocol

The U2F protocol is considered over a password-based authentication system where a web server allows n
users identified with their usernames such as u1, u2, . . . , un, and their corresponding passwords p1, p2, . . . , pn.
For instance, the ui and pi denote the username and the password of the ith user. The server maintains a
database listing pairs of username and corresponding hashed password as follows.

(ui, H(pi ‖ si))

where H is the password hashing algorithm imposed by the server and si is the server generated salt
corresponding to each user ui which is a fixed length random value. U2F is a second factor authentication
protocol that augments this simple password-based authentication system and is explained in the subsequent
subsections.

2.1 Notations

The key notations used in this work are provided in Table 1.

2.2 Universal 2nd Factor (U2F) Protocol

It is a protocol proposed by Fast IDentity Online (FIDO) alliance in 2014 as U2F v1.0 [12] and later in
2016 as U2F v1.1 [13]. The protocol description is similar for both the versions. It allows online services to
enhance the security of the existing password infrastructure by adding a strong second factor called U2F at
the time of user login. The augmentation is claimed to be a secure and user friendly solution. To use U2F,
the user needs to login with a username and password and then perform a simple button-press on a USB
device (in case of U2F being a USB). A single U2F authenticator can be used across all online services that
support the protocol with built-in support in web browsers of the client.

The U2F protocol allows the U2F authenticator to be either a secure hardware or a software. In the
following description we use a generic term U2F token to express both hardware or software. The U2F



Table 1: Notations
Relying Party/Origin Web server or Server

FIDO Client Web browser of the client

FIDO Authenticator U2F token (hardware/software)

AppId URL of the web server supporting U2F

DSK Unique secret key assigned to the U2F token

Ki i
th session key generated from DSK and the counter i

PKu Public key of the AppId corresponding username u

SKu Private key of the AppId corresponding username u

PKM Attestation public key of the manufacturer

SKM Attestation private key of the manufacturer

PKT Public key of the U2F token

SKT Private key of the U2F token

Signx(m) Signature of message m with key x

ACert Attestation certificate issued by a trusted CA to the manufacturer

‖ concatenation operator

K(·) a random asymmetric keypair generation function

s salt, a fixed length public random value

f (i)(K0) i times recursive call of function f starting from initial value K0

x
$←− {0, 1}n randomly generated n-bit value x

DB
add←−− x adding the value x to the database DB

R A r-bit challenge randomly generated by the server

Kh A key container called Keyhandle generated by the U2F token at the
time of ‘Registration’ which contains AppId and private key SKu

H(x) Computing hash on the value x where H is any
cryptographic hash function

CA Trusted Certificate Authority under PKI infrastructure

S db A database maintained by the server to keep records

U2F db A database maintained by the U2F token to keep records

protocol supports two generic steps for online authentication, namely, ‘Registration’ and ‘Authentication’.
Both of these processes involve three parties: U2F token (hardware/software) which is also referred to as
‘FIDO Authenticator’, the web browser of the client which is called ‘FIDO client’ and the web server which
is referred as ‘Relying Party’. The U2F token is a crucial part for the analysis of the protocol. Therefore, we
explain the protocol in three steps, appending the process of assigning the secret keys to the U2F token by
the manufacturer at the time of manufacturing as the first step. Following is the description of these three
steps of the protocol.

2.2.1 U2F Manufacturing Phase This phase is executed at the time of manufacturing of the U2F token
as shown in Fig 1. In this phase the U2F token is provided with a randomly generated unique secret called
Device Secret Key DSK at Step1. At Step2, a public-private key pair (PKM , SKM ) is provided to the token.
The (PKM , SKM ) keypair is not a one-time generation. Once randomly generated from a key generation
function, the manufacturer provides the same (PKM , SKM ) pair to multiple tokens. The scenario can be
interpreted as the keypair (PKM , SKM ) generated for the manufacturer and shared with all the tokens
manufactured by it. At Step3, a certificate Acert issued by a trusted CA which includes PKM (the public
key of the manufacturer) is provided to the token. During the registration phase, the signature with SKM is
verified with PKM which is extracted from Acert by the server. This verification proves the genuineness of
the U2F token. Therefore, both DSK and (PKM , SKM ) are fixed for a token while the same (PKM , SKM )
values are provided to multiple tokens which preserve the anonymity of the token. An integer counter ‘ctr’ is
provided at Step4. This ‘ctr’ is initialized to value zero and gets incremented after each successful execution
of the authentication phase as explained in Section 2.2.3.



$Step1: DSK ← {0, 1}n
Step2: (PKM , SKM )
Step3: Acert
Step4: Global variable ctr=0

Fig. 1: U2F Manufacturing Phase. The key DSK is a randomly generated n-bit secret. The keypair (PKM , SKM )
is the asymmetric keypair of the manufacturer shared with the token. Acert is the certificate signed by a trusted CA
which includes PKM . At the time of registration phase, a signature with SKM is verified with PKM from Acert by
the server to prove the genuineness of the U2F token. The global variable ctr is initialized to zero and incremented
after each successful authentication as explained in Section 2.2.3

2.2.2 U2F Registration Phase The registration procedure is explained in Fig 2. Initially the username
u and password p are communicated to the server at Step1. At Step2 the server verifies the values u and
H(p ‖ s) which is the hash of the password where s is the salt. On successful verification, the server generates
a r bit random challenge R to differentiate each request, else it rejects the registration request. The server
sends its identity as AppId and the value R to the browser at Step3. At Step4 the values are forwarded to U2F
token along with the (TLS) channelId of the browser for the server. The TLS ChannelId is a TLS extension,
originally proposed in [17] as Origin-Bound Certificates and its refined version is available at IETF Internet-
Draft [18]. Receiving the information, at Step5, the U2F token first generates a website specific public-private
key pair represented as (PKu, SKu) by applying a random key generation function K(·). The function K(·)
can be an openSSL key pair generation library which needs as input an elliptic curve such as the NIST
standard P-256 curve. We define a key dependent function fK(·) where K is the secret key. The U2F token
computes the function with key DSK and outputs fDSK

(AppId ‖ SKu) which is called the Keyhandle Kh.
The above function can be instantiated with any block cipher such as AES in CBC mode or HMAC as shown
in Fig. 3 and 4 respectively. The values (PKu, SKu) and Kh can optionally be stored in a database denoted
as U2F db inside the U2F token. It then computes a signature S ← SignSKM

(AppId, R, ChannelId, PKu,
Kh). At Step6, the token sends the values PKu, Kh and S along with ACert to the browser. The browser
forwards the received values to the server at Step7. After receiving the values, the server first verifies the
signature S with PKM from the certificate Acert. This verification proves the genuineness of the U2F token.
On verification, the server updates its database S db with the values (PKu, Kh, Acert) corresponding to the
username u and it shows the successful registration of the U2F token else the server rejects the registration
request. The U2F protocol allows a user to register multiple tokens with the same account.

2.2.3 U2F Authentication Phase The authentication procedure is explained in Fig 5. Once second
factor authentication with U2F is registered, for example, when the values (u,H(p || s), PKu,Kh, Acert)
are registered with the server for a particular user u, the subsequent login to the website needs to verify the
registered values by communicating with the U2F token through browser. The steps are as follows. After
receiving username u and password p at Step1, the server checks its database to retrieve the Keyhandle
Kh for u at Step2. On successful verification, the server generates a r bit random challenge R and sends it
along with Kh and its AppId to the browser at Step3. The browser forwards the received information with
ChannelId to the U2F token at Step4. At Step5, the U2F token first verifies the received values by performing
inverse computation fDSK

−1(Kh) = (AppId′ || SK ′u). It then compares the received AppId′ with the stored
AppId. Similar checks can be done if fK(·) is a keyed hash as shown in Fig. 4. If a successful match happens,
the token increments a counte represented as ‘ctr’. This ‘ctr’ can be a global or a local variable. If it is local
variable then each AppId gets its own ‘ctr’ else a single ‘ctr’ is used across all registered AppId. Throughout
the explanation we consider ‘ctr’ as a global integer variable. The value of the ‘ctr’ is incremented after each
successful authentication by the U2F token. This value ‘ctr’ is introduced to detect cloning of the U2F token
as explained in Section 6.2. The U2F token signs the received values of step4 and ‘ctr’ with SKu which is
represented as S and sends the values S and ctr to the browser at Step6. The browser forwards the values
to the server at Step7. Finally the server verifies the received signature S with stored key PKu for the
username u from S db. On successful verification, it keeps the ‘ctr’ value with the database and this shows
the successful completion of the authentication process.
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Step1: Username u, Password p

Step3: AppId, R
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︷ ︸︸ ︷
AppId, R,ChannelId

Step6: PKu, Kh, Acert, S
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(PKu, SKu)← K(·)
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(AppId‖ SKu)
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if (u,H(p ‖ s)) in S db
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Fido Authenticator
(U2F Token)
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then R← {0, 1}r
else reject registration
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Step8:
if S verified with PKM from Acert
then

U2F db←− (PKu, SKu,Kh)
S ←SignSKM

(c, PKu,Kh)

DSK , (PKM , SKM ),
Acert, ctr

Values from
‘Manufacturing’ phase

(u,H(p ‖ s), PKu,Kh,Acert)∈ S db
else reject registration

$

Fig. 2: U2F Registration Phase. The key DSK , the asymmetric keypair(PKM , SKM ) with attestation certificate
Acert which includes PKM and the counter ‘ctr’ are from the manufacturing phase. AppId is the URL of the server.
ChannelId is the TLS ChannelId. S db is the server database. R is a r bit random number generated by server. K(·)
is a random key generation function which generates the keypair (PKu, SKu). fDSK (·) with key DSK is the function
to generate Keyhandle Kh as shown in Fig. 3 and 4, U2F db is the database at U2F token.

f−1
K (·) = AES256

−1(Kh), Cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode decryption using AES−1 with 256-bit key K,
input is Keyhandle Kh = c1 || c2 || . . . || cl and output is (AppId || SKu) = m1 || m2 || . . . || ml

(AppId || SKu) = m1

IV

AES

c1

K

m2

c2

K

ml

cl

K

Kh =

AES AES

c1

IV

m1

c2

m2

cl

ml

Kh =

(AppId || SKu) =

AES−1 KK K

cl−1

cl−1

fK(·) = AES256(AppId || SKu), Cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode encryption using AES with 256-bit key K,
input (AppId || SKu) is padded and split in block-sized l chunks, i.e., (AppId || SKu) = m1 || m2 || . . . || ml and
corresponding output is Kh = c1 || c2 || . . . || cl, IV is the initialization vector.

256 256 256

256 256 256
AES−1 AES−1

128

128

128 128 128

128 128

128 128 128

128 128 128

Fig. 3: Instantiation of fK(·), fK−1(·).



(AppId || SKu)

fK(·) = HMACK(AppId || SKu)
where K is key, input is (AppId || SKu) and output is Kh

HMACK(.) Kh

Fig. 4: Instantiation of fK(·).
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if function = fDSK
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FIDO Client
(Browser)

Relying Party
(Server)

Fido Authenticator
(U2F Token)

ChannelId AppId, ChannelId

Step2:
if

else reject authentication

add
U2F db←− ctr

Step8:
if S is verified with PKu

S db ←− ctr
else reject authentication

add

DSK , (PKM , SKM ), Acert
ctr, U2F database U2F db
with a list of registered values

Values from ‘Manufacturing’
& ‘Registration’ phases

S ← SignSKu
(c, ctr)

then authentication success

(AppId′ ‖ SK ′u)← fDSK

−1(Kh)

if (AppId′ = AppId)
then ctr ← ctr + 1

esle if function = fDSK
(·)

Kh′ ← fDSK
(AppId‖ SKu)

if (Kh′ = Kh)
then ctr ← ctr + 1

else reject authentication

else reject authentication

(u,H(p||s), PKu,Kh,Acert)in S db

Fig. 5: U2F Authentication Phase. The key DSK , the asymmetric keypair(PKM , SKM ) with attestation
certificate Acert which includes PKM and counter ‘ctr’ are provided at the manufacturing phase. The U2F db
contains all the registered values from registration phase. The server database S db contains all the required values
generated at the registration phase corresponding to a registered username. R is a r bit random number generated
by the server. AppId is the URL of the server. ChannelId is the TLS ChannelId. The value Kh is the Keyhandle. The
verification of received Kh for both the cases of Step5 is shown in Fig. 3 and 4. ‘ctr’ is the counter used to record the
number of authentication requests successfully satisfied by the U2F token.



2.3 U2F v1.0 [12] and U2F v1.1 [13]:

Considering the specifications provided for U2F v1.0 [12] and U2F v1.1 [13], the difference between both the
versions are in the optimization of the implementation, not at the protocol level. Following are the listed
differences as documented in the specifications for both the versions.

– U2F protocol allows multiple tokens to be registered under same AppId for a specific user. Therefore, for
each token, different Keyhandles are generated for a specific AppId. In U2F v1.0, a separate AppId and
challenge pairs were sent for every keyHandle, whereas U2F v1.1 suggests an optimization over it. The
U2F v1.1 allows a single AppId and challenge pair for multiple keyHandles registered for the AppId.

– The U2F v1.1 JavaScript API specification supersedes JavaScript API of U2F v1.0. The major difference
between these two versions is the way the requests to be signed are formatted between the relying party
and the client.

3 Existing Security Analysis of U2F Protocol

This section presents the current security analysis of U2F protocol.

3.1 Denial of Service (DoS) Attack

Denial-of-service attacks are characterized by an explicit attempt by attackers to prevent legitimate users of
a service from using that service [19].

Following the explanation of the protocol in Section 2.2, the server needs to maintain a user database that
stores user specific Keyhandle and public-key. Any modification of these values by an attacker may result
in DoS attack for a legitimate user. For example, at server side an attacker can modify the public key from
the database [20]. Due to this modification, access will be denied to the legitimate user after verification of
Step8 of Fig. 11. Even though the public key in asymmetric setting is supposed to be a public value, in view
of the attack this public key needs a secure storage.

At client side an attacker with access to a U2F token may register U2F authentication for an account of
a third party without his notice. This is possible with the assumption that the username and password of
the account holder is known to the attacker. This way the legitimate user would be prevented to access his
account for not having the registered token. This attack is difficult to prevent as it needs the passwords to
be difficult to guess and known only to its user.

Another possibility of DoS attack is when the attacker gets access to the U2F token of a legitimate user.
Suppose the token has limited memory and the attacker has registered multiple websites of its own choice,
leaving no storage for any other request. As there is no way to know the list of websites registered under a
U2F token by its user, it is difficult for the legitimate user to notice this attack. The user can only receive
denial for new registration. It shows keeping the U2F token safe is mandatory to resist this DoS attack.

3.2 Parallel Signing Request attack

The scenario of this attack involves two U2F enabled web pages, loaded from different websites [7]. It assumes
that the attacker can detect the web pages loaded by the user browser so that it can synchronize the two U2F
operations initiated for two different websites by the user. As per the specification of U2F v1.0, there is no
way to notify the user about which operation is performed by the U2F token. User performs a button-touch
for both ‘Registration’ and ‘Authentication’ process as only the user consent is mandatory for the execution
of both the operations. Therefore, the use of the U2F token for monetary transactions could be at high
risk. Let, an attacker can observe and control all activities in the current browser of a user and the user
be authenticated to a banking website. Then the attacker can force the user to confirm a transaction with
the opened banking website which is initiated by the attacker. This is possible when two parallel websites
are operated with U2F support in the user browser and both asking for the user consent to initiate U2F
authentication. In real scenario, U2F is a specialized USB which triggers authentication request multiple
times due to some connection issue or after expiration of each session apart from its general functionality.



Therefore, it is difficult to know for the user the real cause of authentication request by the U2F token.
Suppose one website is requesting for U2F authentication which is visible at the foreground and at the same
time a transaction page (initiated by the attacker) is working at the background opened as an iframe. User
provides his consent for the displayed website while the first request that reached to U2F was for confirming
the transaction. This shows a successful execution of the transaction without the knowledge of the user.
Therefore the second factor authentication with U2F is not safe for transactions.

FIDO alliance, in their specification has already mentioned that U2F never claims transaction non-
repudiation. Therefore, it is not an attack for U2F. However, existing second factor authentications, such as
SMS or OTP provide this assurance. Even the version U2F v1.1 recommends to have notification for each
operation but it is not mandatory. Therefore, with existing specifications, we can consider U2F as a general
solution to secure the password-based authentication. Augmenting OTP and U2F together can protect the
transaction, however it adds overhead and contradicts one of the goals of U2F to be user-friendly.

With growing popularity of Internet banking, cases of online frauds have also increased manifold, resulting
in considerable financial losses [21]. The banking frauds have increased 93% in 2009-2010 [22], and 30% in
2012-2013 [23] and it is ever growing. Internet banking or online transaction frauds are difficult to analyze
and detect because every day we come across a new attack technique and detection by the user is usually
delayed [21]. Therefore, claiming transaction-nonrepudiation4 is an essential property for strong and secure
authentication scheme. The online users are always concerned about the safety of their financial property
and therefore every new second factor proposal must provide higher security than the existing ones to be
considered a strong solution. As U2F lacks transaction non-repudiation, it is only a general solution to protect
the simple password-based authentication.

3.3 Phishing attack

The concept of the phishing attack was first introduced in 1987 at Interex conference by Jerry Felix and
Chris Hauck [25,26]. NIST in [27] defines phishing as ‘a technique which refers to use of deceptive computer-
based means to trick individuals into disclosing sensitive personal information’. Commonly, it is a form of
social engineering that uses email or malicious websites to solicit personal information from an individual or
company by posing as a trustworthy organization or entity.

U2F claims to be phishing resistant solution and two different scenarios prove the claim by showing how
phishing can easily be detected at the time of authentication phase of the U2F protocol [7]. In one scenario,
when the U2F is registered with a genuine website (AppId) and at authentication phase if a phishing website
(AppId′) forwards the Keyhandle and challenge from that genuine website (corresponding AppId), the U2F
can easily detect the phishing attempt with origin mismatch. Following Fig. 5, the scenario can be described
as the U2F receives AppId′ at Step4 and the Keyhandle provides AppId at Step5 and hence both AppIds
differ in value. Hence phishing is detected at the U2F token. In the second scenario, if an attacker forwards
challenge (R) from a genuine website and Keyhandle (Kh′) from a phishing website, U2F token signs the
challenge with the corresponding private key of the received Keyhandle. If the signature is forwarded to
genuine website, it will reject as the signature would not be verified (Step8 of Fig. 5). Therefore, because of
the signature and origin specific Keyhandle, existing approaches for phishing attack fails to be applied on
U2F protocol.

3.4 Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attack

In the MITM attack, the common scenario involves two legitimate endpoints (victims), and a third party
(attacker) [28]. The attacker has access to the communication channel between two endpoints, and can
eavesdrop, insert, modify or simply replay their messages. As mentioned in [28], the term Man-In-The-Middle
attack was first mentioned by Bellovin et al. in [29].

The U2F specifications [12,13] show how this technique prevents MITM attack where the MITM attacker
intermediates between the user and the webserver. As mentioned in the U2F specifications [12, 13], MITM
attack is possible when the following two conditions are satisfied.

1. MITM attacker is able to get a server certificate for the origin name issued by a trusted CA, and

4 Nonrepudiation is the assurance that someone cannot deny something [24].



2. Channel IDs are not supported by the browser.

However MITM attack is possible contradicting the developers claim. An MITM attack is shown on TLS
with Channel ID support which is based on following conditions [30].

1. MITM attacker is able to get a server certificate for the origin name issued by a trusted CA, and
2. Channel ID is supported by the browser.

The attack is similar to the attack in [31] which is also applicable to the U2F based authentication and called
‘Man-In-The-Middle-Script-In-The-Browser (MITM-SITB)’ [30]. The MITM-SITB attack works as follows.
It assumes that TLS Channel ID is supported by the browser and the communicated webserver possesses
valid/invalid certificate as it works with invalid certificates as well. This is because, in real scenario, the web
browser only sends warning of invalid certificate to the user and proceeds according to the user action. In
most of the cases user ignores the warning. Hence, invalid certificate also helps the attacker to launch the
attack. Let the attacker knowing the website request of the user in advance, compromises the DNS server
to divert the route of that legitimate website to a malicious website which contains same origin address but
hosted in some different server. Next, when the user initiates authentication to the compromised website
using U2F, it establishes a TLS connection with the malicious website. The malicious website pushes
a malicious JavaScript code to the browser, without the notice of the user browser, and terminates the
connection. The browser re-establishes a fresh TLS connection but with the legitimate website (as attacker
places the legitimate IP at DNS server) for subsequent communication with it. The attacker becomes
passive after injecting the code and the user authentication is performed over the connection between the
browser and the legitimate website. Browser supports ‘Single Origin Policy (SOP)’ which means webpages
can interact with each other only if it belongs to same origin. Therefore the malicious code which also
includes the same origin of the legitimate website, gets access to the legitimate webpages. It is difficult to
detect the attack as the TLS channel ID will be same for both the browser and the server. U2F only verifies
the Channel ID of the browser which is origin-specific, and hence can not detect the attack.

Real world attacks are multi faceted. While all the above attacks are based on the common online attacks
of Internet and do not require tampering of the U2F token or exploiting the U2F protocol, there are other
class of attacks which can exploit the U2F token/protocol. One such class of attack is side channel attack.
The attack explained in the following section is the attack on the U2F protocol based on the powerful side
channel analysis. When a cryptographic device can get in the hands of the adversary or otherwise become
easily accessible then one needs to pay close attention to side-channel attacks. The U2F solution is based on
a hardware token (in common practice) and hence can easily be accessible to the attacker. As side channel
attacks are easy to implement and the most successful cryptographic attacks to compromise secrets, it is of
utmost improtance to protect U2F from side channel attack.

4 Possible Side Channel Attacks on U2F Protocol

The side channel attack is one of the most powerful attacks since the seminal work of 1996 by Paul Kocher [10].
It is an attack based on information gained from the physical implementation of a cryptosystem [32].
There exists different forms of leakage under side channel. For example, timing information [10], power
consumption [11], electromagnetic leaks [14] etc., which provide information that can be exploited to break
the system. Therefore, nowadays it is essential to consider the implementations of cryptographic algorithms
to be side channel resistant. For some specific cryptographic operations, countermeasures are available.
As side channel attacks are easily implementable, current cryptographic proposal tries to incorporate
leakage resilient implementation considering coutermeasures. Kocher’s first work was based on timing
attack [10] and other significant contribution was ‘Differential Power Ananlysis (DPA)’ attack [11]. DPA
is a more advanced form of power analysis which allows an attacker to compute the intermediate values
within cryptographic computations by statistically analyzing data collected from multiple cryptographic
operations [10]. DPA attack is very practical to implement. When a cryptographic operation is performed
over a fixed key, computation with different input-output pairs can easily reveal the key by applying DPA
attack. In the following section our proposed attack is based on the observation that different input-output
pairs in U2F protocols are computed over a fixed key. Therefore, we claim DPA attack is possible on the



implementation of U2F protocol. The ‘Template attack’ [15] is another powerful side channel attack which
can break implementations secure against DPA attack but it is far from being practical. The template attack
requires significant pre-processing to be implemented. Specifically, it requires a great number of traces to
be preprocessed before the attack can begin. Therefore, considering the current state-of-the-art, having a
solution for a cryptographic implementation that is DPA resistant, is enough to claim that it is side channel
resistant.

In the subsequent subsections we explain how side channel attack can be launched on the U2F protocol.
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(Browser)

Relying Party
(Server)

c

TLS
Step1: Username u, Password p

Step3: AppId, R

Step6: PKu, Kh, ACert, S
Step7: PKu, Kh, ACert, S
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(PKu, SKu)← K(·)
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(u,H(p ‖ s), PKu,Kh,Acert)∈ S db
else reject registration

$

Fig. 6: Side channel attack points at Registration Phase. The key DSK , the asymmetric keypair(PKM , SKM )
with attestation certificate Acert which includes PKM and the counter ‘ctr’ are from the manufacturing phase. AppId
is the URL of the server. ChannelId is the TLS ChannelId. S db is the server database. R is a r bit random number
generated by server. K(.) is a random key generation function which generates the keypair (PKu, SKu). The function
fDSK (.) with key DSK generates Keyhandle Kh as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. U2F db is the database at U2F token.
The Attack Point-I is to compromise the key DSK and the Attack Ponit-II is to compromise the key SKM .

4.1 Side Channel Key Recovery attack on Device Secret Key DSK

According to the specifications [12,13], all U2F tokens contain a unique device secret key DSK which is used
to generate Keyhandle Kh as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. Specifically, at the time of registration, the U2F token
computes Kh ← fDSK

(AppId ‖ SKu) where AppId is the URL of the server and SKu is the private key
for the username u corresponding to the AppId. With the access to the U2F token, an attacker can collect
multiple power traces for different input-output pairs operated under the function fDSK

(·) with fixed key
DSK . This is possible when the attacker gets the U2F token and requests registration for different AppIds
for U2F authentication. We assume that the communication between the browser and U2F token is easy to
capture by the attacker. This assumption is based on the fact that the information received or sent by the
browser can be easily captured through the Document Object Model (DOM) tree created by the browser
as explained in [33]. Therefore attacker knows the different inputs (AppId) and the corresponding outputs
(Keyhandle) which again can be obtained through intercepting the communication of the U2F token and
browser and applies DPA to get DSK from fDSK

(·). The point of the attack at the time of registration with
U2F protocol is shown in Fig. 6 as ‘Attack point-I’. Through side channel, it is possible to compromise the
key DSK from simple differential power analysis as explained above. To prevent this attack, repeated use
of fixed DSK for different input-output (AppId-Keyhandle) pairs should be prevented. Use of session key is
one solution and our proposed countermeasure is based on this concept.



4.2 Side Channel Key Recovery Attack On Attestation Private Key SKM

As explained in Section 9.1, the attestation private key SKM along with the certificate Acert which contains
PKM signed by some trusted CA are provided by the manufacturer to the U2F token at the time of
manufacturing. This SKM is used to sign at the time of registration to prove genuineness of the U2F token
to the server. Same attestation key is provided by the manufacturer to a large number of tokens generated at
some specific time period to preserve anonymity. The signature with SKM at the time of registration leaks
information of the key SKM through side channel such as DPA attack. The attack point is shown in Fig. 6
as ‘Attack Point-II’ which is the signature SignSKM

(AppId, R, ChannelId, PKu,Kh). Therefore, an attacker
with access to the U2F token can collect multiple traces for different input (containing different values of
AppId, R, ChannelId, PKu,Kh ) and output (signature) pairs signed under SKM as every signature at
the time of registration is performed with the fixed key SKM . To preserve anonymity, a large number of
devices are using this fixed SKM . Therefore, compromising SKM targeting a single U2F token, in practice
compromises a large number of tokens which contains the same SKM . Obtaining SKM , an attacker can
simulate the U2F token in a software programme and use it to prove the possession of the token. It is almost
impossible to detect which device has been compromised and therefore requires to invalidate all tokens with
compromised SKM . Use of different public-private key pair for attestation can prevent this mass compromise.

There are two approaches to show a system is side channel resistant. One by having a hardware preventing
attack and the other by providing an algorithmic solution. In the following section we present the algorithmic
solution to prevent/mitigate the side channel attack on U2F protocol.

5 Proposed Countermeasures

In this section we explain a coutermeasure to prevent the recovery of the device secret key from side channel
attack. Specifically it is a counter-based re-keying process, a concept which is first analysed in [16] and then
an efficient tree-based approach is explained in [34]. We suggest modification in the approach of assigning
attestation private key to U2F tokens to mitigate the attack mentioned in Section 4 which recovers the key
SKM .

5.1 Countermeasure to protect Device Secret Key

Our proposed side channel resistant solution to protect the device secret key DSK generates session keys
sequentially from DSK which is a counter based re-keying technique explained in Algorithm 1. The function
g of the proposed algorithm takes the previous session key and current counter as input and generates the
current session key. The use of counter for re-keying is a natural way to avoid repetition of keys. However, it
has various drawbacks depending on the setting and application. In case of client-sever model which is the
most common setting, it suffers from synchronization issue when session key is generated by the client and
the corresponding counter is communicated to the server. This is required with the assumption that initial
secret is known to both the client and the server. Considering the U2F protocol where sharing of keys with
the server is not required, the significant problem is the computation overhead inside the U2F token. The
overhead increases with the value of the counter and we address how to balance the overhead as well at the
following subsections.

The common approaches to derive session keys are based on either a parallel approach where Ki = g(K, i)
when K is the initial secret and i is the counter, or sequential, using the previous session key to derive the
current one[16]. The sequential approach is better to avoid DPA as it changes the key at each execution
depending on the previously generated key unlike the case of parallel approach where every execution
depends on the initial secret. The sequential approach also provides forward secrecy i.e., disclosure of
the current key does not reveal the previously generated session keys. However, it has a problem with
efficiency. The value of the counter reveals the number of computations required to derive the session key
starting from the initial secret. If there is a significant distance between the required key and the initial
secret then huge number of computations are needed to reach the desired value in case previous values are
not stored. For example, to compute the ith session key, it requires a single computation if the (i − 1)th

session key is stored. Now consider a case where it is required to re-generate jth session key, j << i and



the ith one is stored. In such case we need j computations starting from the initial secret to re-derive
the jth session key which causes the overhead. The scenario of computation overhead as discussed in the
example is equally applicable to our proposed techniques. However, we provide the way to balance the
computation overhead which is stated under the explanation of usability of each techniques mentioned below.

Algorithm 1 To generate session key from device secret key
Input: AppID, Counter, Device secret key DSk, Previous session key, U2F database U2F db
Output: A tuple (Keyhandle, Counter)

1: Global var Counter initialized at 1;
2: K0 ← DSK

3: Set i = Counter
4: (PKu, SKu)

$←− K(.)
5: Ki ← g(Ki−1, i)
6: Khi ← fKi(AppId || SKu)

7: U2F db
add←−− (Khi, i)

8: Counter = Counter +1
9: return (Khi, i)

We provide some practical approaches to instantiate the function g of Algorithm 1. We represent the
function g as g(key, counter) where key is an n-bit secret value and Counter is an integer.

1. Proposed Technique 1: In this case g(key, Counter) = HMACkey(Counter). The function g is a
HMAC with any cryptographically secure hash function. The key is the previous n-bit session key Ki−1
and input is the current m-bit counter i which produces the next n-bit session key HMACKi−1(i)
as shown in Fig. 7. Initially a system-wide global variable Counter i is initialized at value one. It
gets incremented at each registration request satisfied by the U2F token. The Counter is handled
internally by the token therefore no external control is possible. As the Counter i is incremented for
each new registration, we get different session keys Ki. This Ki is then used for computing Keyhandle
Khi ← fKi(AppId ‖ SKu). Therefore, the value i is associated with the value Khi and the pair (Khi, i)
is stored internally inside a database of U2F token represented as U2F db. At the time of authentication,
the value of Khi is verified only if the correct value of i is provided.

HMACK0
(1)

K1 K2 Kn

K0 HMACK1
(2) HMACKn−1

(n)

Fig. 7: The function g(Ki−1, i) =HMACKi−1(i) = Ki where K0 = DSK . It generates n session keys
sequentially.

.

Security: The function HMAC(key, Counter) works as a pseudorandom number generator 5. Therefore,
it increases the lifetime of the device-secret key and achieves the provable security gains in practice [16].
This sequential approach of key generation also provides forward secrecy, i.e., disclosure of the current
key does not reveal the previously generated session keys. To protect future keys, use of random nonce
instead of Counter is advisable. In that case nonce value should not be shared outside the U2F token.

5 In cryptography a pseudorandom number generator is an algorithm which generates a sequence of numbers that
are computationally indistinguishable from true random numbers [35].



Then the keyhandle could be used as the index of the database inside the U2F token.

Usability: Our aim is to achieve DPA resistance and at the same time efficient computation inside the
U2F token. This Counter based approach is efficient in terms of avoiding key repetition, but has the
problem with efficiency. When the current Counter is large enough from the initial value, it increases
the required number of computations significantly if only the initial secret is available.

The computation of every new session key needs one extra hash computation if the previous session
key is stored. Therefore, at the time of registration, overall the overhead is of one hash computation
with existing process. In continuation of the example of Section 5.1, suppose the current Counter=i and
corresponding session key Ki is stored at the U2F token. At that time authentication request for jth

registered value where j << i reaches to the token. As (j − 1)th session key is not stored, it requires j
computations to verify the values. Therefore, at the time of authentication, if the current counter value is
significantly large, the computation overhead is also significant to re-derive the corresponding session key
if the computation starts with the initial secret. We can balance the overhead of authentication phase.
One possible solution is to first consider the speed of single HMAC computation and then to measure the
feasible number of HMAC computations that can be performed in allowable time. Then store the session
key values maintaining a fixed gap (depending on the allowable HMAC computation) covering the whole
valid range of counters. For example, keeping every kth session key when k− 1 HMAC computations are
done in allowable time period. This helps to balance the time-memory trade-off.

With the assumption that the computation of Keyhandle requires the same keyed hash computation,
no special hardware is required for the session key computation and hence no extra storage. We
recommend to store the tuple Keyhandle and corresponding Counter for each registered relying party
at the U2F token. The requirement of this storage is explained in detail in section 7. Considering the
existing storage capacity of any hardware token, the overall space overhead is not significant.

2. Proposed Technique 2: This technique is proposed by Kocher [34]. It requires two values, an initial
secret DSK (in case of U2F) and the Counter i, which gets incremented at each new derivation of the
session key Ki. It introduces two reversible functions FA and FB and their corresponding inverses as
FA
−1 and FB

−1 respectively. The function g can be application of functions from among two forward
functions (FA and FB) and their inverses (F−1A and F−1B ) in a sequence depending on the value of the
Counter i. It follows a tree structure. The root is the initial key K0 ← DSK and all the left and right
childes are derived using the functions FA and FB respectively. To move from the left child to its parent
the function FA

−1 is applied and similarly to move from the right child to its parent the function FB
−1

is applied. Depending on the position, each session key can be repeated maximum three times. The value
D denotes the depth of the tree. Therefore, the number of transactions (considering the repetition of
keys) that can be derived before the end of the process is equal to

2D−1 +

D−2∑
i=0

3(2i) = 2D−1 + 3(2D−1 − 1) = 2D+1 − 3 . . . (1)

The example case of D = 5 which allows 26 − 3 = 61 transactions is shown in Fig 8. The D=5,
means that 5 levels of key values are present. Each of the boxes in the figure represents a value of
the session key. Thus, multiple dots in a box represent different session keys sharing the same secret
value which is maximum three for this technique. For example, if it is required to compute K6 which
is g(K5, 6) = FA

−1(FA
(5)(DSK)) where (FA

(5)(DSK)) signifies 5 times recursive use of function FA

starting from initial value DSK .
Security: This tree based approach for re-keying can be seen as a hybrid approach incorporating the
sequential and the parallel approach [16]. The session key is derived by applying a series of computation
depending on the value of the Counter and the maximum repetition allowed for the session keys is three.
Therefore, the leaked information is not sufficient to compromise the secret. The proposal requires the
use of a reversible function and any secure block cipher can be used. Following the existing security
analysis, it is a secure approach [16].

Usability: The implementation needs four functions FA, FA
−1, FB , FB

−1 which can easily be
instantiated with a single block cipher like AES computed with the previous session key to generate
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explained under Kocher’s scheme in Section 5. The diagram is taken from [34].

the current session key. At the time of registration, the computation for a session key requires one
extra computation when previous value is stored. Therefore computation overhead is negligible. At the
time of authentication the maximum number of computation is equal to the depth D of the tree, i.e. the
complexity is log(n) where n is the number of nodes of the tree. When D = 39, the number of transactions
is more than 1 trillion (1012) which means maximum 39 computations to re-derive the session key. This
overhead is not significant while with current implementation of AES-128 on Intel Core i7 supporting
AES-NI instruction set extensions we can have approximately 229 operations per second [36].

With the assumption that the computation of Keyhandle requires the same block cipher, no special
hardware/software is required for the session key computation and hence no extra storage. The storage
of all the registered (Keyhandle, Counter) pair inside the U2F token is required. Considering the existing
storage capacity of hardware token this overhead is not significant.

5.2 Countermeasure to minimize the effect of Attestation Private Key Recovery

The signature function that uses the attestation private key also leaks information that can be captured
through side channel analysis as explained in Section 4.2. Usually in public key infrastructure (PKI) [9], the
verification of digital signature is satisfied by the use of certificate. Intuitively, it may seem that use of session
key will prevent the side channel attack on attestation private key as well. However, getting valid certificate
for each session key generated from attestation private key is not practical in asymmetric cryptosystem.
Hence, it is difficult to prevent side channel attacks using the existing solutions for signature. Therefore, we
suggest a modification in the current approach for assigning the attestation private key to the U2F token. The
approach can not prevent the recovery of the attestation private key but minimizes the effect of the attack.
Before explaining our proposed recommendation, we explain the existing issues with attestation private key
for U2F token.

5.2.1 Trust on FIDO The attestation certificate Acert to prove the genuineness of the U2F token is
issued to the manufacturer by some trusted CA. The FIDO server maintains a centralized database of all
valid certificates. One of the goals as mentioned in the specifications [12,13] for U2F is to make it a standard
solution. A standard should be accepted by all. This means FIDO needs to acquire the global acceptance with
a trust on this centralized approach. However, it is difficult to develop trust worldwide. One possible solution
could be a decentralized approach. If a government agency under each country takes the responsibility to
maintain a server with trusted list of CAs and list of valid certificates, the citizens can easily trust it. The



FIDO server should also include all the valid certificates, then U2F solution could be used as a standard. To
prove the genuineness, the relying party can verify with country-level trusted server or the FIDO server or
both. This way U2F could be a standard solution accepted world-wide.

5.2.2 Genuineness or Anonymity? In the specifications [12, 13], it is mentioned that a manufacturer
of a U2F token provides an attestation certificate signed by some trusted CA along with the attestation
private key, burned inside the token. The attestation certificate and signature with signing key proves the
genuineness of manufacturer not the token. This is because a large bundle of U2F tokens are provided with
the same attestation private key and corresponding certificate to preserve anonymity of the token. However,
if a single device is compromised, then all tokens with same identity are compromised. This can be prevented
if each device has it’s own attestation public-private key pair. This attestation certificate is required to
show genuineness of the token. The reason behind the same attestation private key with a large number of
tokens is to maintain anonymity. As U2F is second factor and user association is already established with
the username and password, there is no enhanced security obtained with anonymity of the token. Therefore,
token should only prove its legitimacy which is the main goal towards this approach. Therefore, we see a
trade-off between security and anonymity in the case of U2F protocol. As single compromise of attestation
private key impacts a large number of tokens, therefore security should be preferred over anonymity.

5.2.3 Countermeasure to minimize the effect of Attestation Private Key Recovery The main
idea behind the ‘private key’ of asymmetric cryptosystem is to keep it private with the owner and should
not be shared with any third party. However, the scenario of sharing same attestation private key with
a huge number of tokens can be visualized as the manufacturer keeping its own private key to all tokens
manufactured by it. One can also visualize this scenario as the identity of the manufacturer associated with
the attestation private key which is shared with large number of users of the token, not private to the
manufacturer. While private key should be private to its owner. Therefore the manufacturer should not
distribute the same attestation private key among a large number of U2F tokens. Instead, it should have its
own private key and corresponding certificate signed by a trusted CA. A unique public-private keypair should
be generated by the manufacturer for each token. To prove genuineness in this scenario, the manufacturer
should sign the public key of the token. The signature by the manufacturer together with the certificate by a
trusted CA including the manufacturer public key proves the genuineness of the U2F token. This two layers
of signature prevents the sharing of private key and proves the genuineness of the U2F token which is the
goal behind the attestation concept of U2F tokens. This also enhances the security as attacker has to forge
two signatures now. The unique attestation private key is still vulnerable to the attack which is shown as
Attack point-II in Fig. 6 but limited to target a single U2F token at a time instead of a large number of
tokens.

5.3 Overview of the U2F protocol with Our Proposed Modifications

In this section, we briefly explain the U2F protocol incorporating the proposed countermeasure and the
recommendation.

5.3.1 Our Modified U2F Manufacturing Phase: Unique Secrets for U2F Token This phase is
executed at the time of manufacturing of the U2F token as shown in Fig 9. In this phase the U2F token is
provided with a randomly generated unique secret key called Device Secret Key DSK at Step1. At Step2,
a unique public-private key pair (PKT , SKT ) is randomly generated from a key generation function K(.)
for the token. The asymmetric keypair of the manufacturer is represented as (PKM , SKM ). At Step3, a
certificate Acert which includes the key PKM (public key of the manufacturer) is provided to the U2F
token. The Acert is issued by a trusted CA to the manufacturer. At Step4, a signature SM including the key
PKT which is signed by the manufacturer signing key SKM is provided. The certificate Acert includes PKM

and hence helps to verify the signature SM of the manufacturer. The signature SM by the manufacturer with
SKM verifies the genuineness of the U2F token which is the goal behind the attestation concept for U2F
token. Both DSK and (PKT , SKT ) are fixed and unique for a token. A global variable ctr initialized to zero
is provided at Step5. This helps to detect cloning at the authentication phase. A global variable Counter



is provided at Step6 which is initialized at the value one and used to generate session keys from DSK to
prevent repeated use of DSK at the following registration phase.

5.3.2 Our Modified U2F Registration Phase: Use of Session Key The registration process is
explained in Fig. 10. At Step1, the username and password are provided to the the server. On verification of
the received values the server generates a r-bit random value R at Step2. At Step3, the value R and server
AppId are send to browser. Adding the ChannelId, the browser forwards the received values to the U2F
token at Step4. At Step5, the U2F token first generates the site-specific key pairs (PKu, SKu) applying a
random key generation function K(.). The value of Counter is assigned to a variable i which gets incremented
after each registration. It then computes the session key Ki following the steps of Algorithm 1. The session
key generation function g(Ki−1, i) can be instantiated with either the proposed hashed based approach or
using the Kocher’s technique as explained in Section 5 and shown in Fig. 7 and 8 respectively. Next the
Keyhandle Khi is generated from the function fKi(.) following one of the approaches as explained in Fig. 3
and 4. Finally the token adds the values (PKu, SKu,Khi, i) in a database represented as U2F db inside it.
It computes a signature S with the key SKT on the values (c, PKu,Khi, i). At Step6 the token sends the
values PKu,Khi, i, Acert, SM to the browser. The browser forwards the received values to the server at
Step7. On receiving the values the server first verifies the signature S with PKT after verification of SM
with Acert. If verified it keeps the values (u,H(p ‖ s), PKu,Khi, i, Acert, SM ) in its database, else it rejects
the registration request.

$
Step1: DSK ← {0, 1}n
Step2: (PKT , SKT )← K(·)
Step3: Acert
Step4: SM ←SignSKM

(PKT )
Step5: Global variable ctr=0
Step6: Global variable Counter=1

$

Fig. 9: Our Modified U2F Manufacturing Phase, DSK is a randomly generated n bit device secret. K(.) is a
random key generation function to generate a unique asymmetric keypair (PKT , SKT ) for the token. The asymmetric
keypair of the manufacturer is (PKM , SKM ). Acert is the certificate issued by a trusted CA which contains PKM .
SM is a signature on PKT by the manufacturer with signing key SKM . At registration phase, a signature with SKT

is verified with PKT which is again verified from SM and Acert. The global variable ctr is initialized at value zero
which is incremented after each successful authentication as explained in Section 2.2.3. The global variable Counter
is initialized at value one which is incremented after each successful registration as explained in Section 2.2.2.

5.3.3 Our Modified U2F Authentication Phase At the time of authentication, receiving the request
with username u and password p at Step2, the server checks for the corresponding registered values. If
registered, the server sends the values AppId, Challenge R, Keyhandle Khi and Counter i to the browser at
Step3. The bowser forwards the received values along with TLS ChannelId to the U2F token at Step4. At
Step5 the U2F token first checks for the entry of the pair (Khi, i) in its database. If the entry is verified, it
re-derives the session key Ki from function g(Ki−1, i) following the re-keying technique explained in Section 5
and then verifies the received value Khi. If the function is fKi

−1(.), the U2F token computes FKi

−1(Khi)
which provides the output (AppId′ ‖ SK ′u). It then verifies if AppId′ = AppId. Else for the case when the
function is fKi

(.), it computes FKi
(AppId ‖ SKu)= Kh′i and verifies if Kh′i = Khi. Both the cases are shown

in Fig. 3 and 4 respectively. On verification for both cases, the token increments a counter, we represent it as
‘ctr’ which is initialized at value zero as mentioned in [12, 13]. The value ctr is incremented and at Step6, a
signature S including ctr are send to the browser by the U2F token. The browser forwards the received values
to the server at Step7. Finally at Step8 the server verifies the signature S with PKu and after verification
it updates the value of ctr else the authentication is rejected.
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Fig. 10: Our Modified Registration Phase. the key DSK , the asymmetric keypair(PKT , SKT ) with a signature
SM containing PKT , Acert, counters ’ctr’ and Counter are from the manufacturing phase. AppId is the URL of
the server. ChannelId is the TLS ChannelId. S db is the server database described in Section 6.4. R is a r bit
random number generated by the server. K(.) is a key generation function to generate site-specific random keypairs
(PKu, SKu). The function g generates the session key Ki as shown in Fig. 7 and 8. fKi(.) is the function to generate
Keyhandle Khi as shown in Fig. 3 and 4, U2F db is the database at U2F token as explained in Section 6.3.

6 Design Rationale

In this section we analyse the role of both the counter values, namely Counter and ‘ctr’ and the databases
S db and U2F db for the execution of our modified U2F protocol.

6.1 Role of Counter

The global variable Counter is initialized at 1 and gets incremented after each successful U2F token
registration to a website. Specifically the value Counter is crucial to generate the value Keyhandle as shown
in Fig. 10. The value of Counter signifies the number of entries at the U2F database U2F db as explained
in Section 6.3. As described in Fig. 10, the counter i helps to generate the session key Ki and from Ki the
Keyhandle Khi is generated. Hence, the value of Counter determines the value of the key Ki. Therefore,
the pair (Khi, i) corresponding to a username u is maintained in both the server and U2F token databases.
At the time of authentication the server sends the pair (Khi, i) to the U2F token. Before initiating any
computation the U2F token first checks for the valid entry of the (Khi, i) pair in its database. It proceeds
only if the entries match.
Problem with invalid (Khi, i) pair: At the time of authentication, an attacker can provide the Counter
i which generates a specific session key Ki but incorrect Keyhandle Khi. Multiple such attempts by the
attacker with different incorrect Keyhandles provide multiple traces operated under same key Ki. This is
possible because the value of the session key directly depends on the value of the Counter. Therefore, the
attacker can collect multiple traces corresponding to different input (Keyhandle)-output pairs computed
under same session key. To prevent such malicious attempt, it is required to allow only the legitimate
(Khi, i) pairs to initiate the corresponding computation. Therefore, we recommend to keep all the registered
(Khi, i) pairs in a database inside the U2F token. It is secure as compromising the data inside the U2F
token is assumed to be difficult to achieve. When the valid pairs are provided to the token, it initiates
the corresponding computation, else the authentication is refused. Hence, proposed solution prevents the
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Fig. 11: Our Modified Authentication Phase. The key DSK and the asymmetric keypair(PKT , SKT ) with
signature SM which includes PKT , Acert, the counters ‘ctr’ and Counter are from manufacturing phase. The database
U2F db as explained in Section 6.3 contains all registered values from registration phase. S db is the server database
explained in Section 6.4. R is a r bit random number generated by the server. AppId is the ULR of the server.
ChannelId is the TLS ChannelId. Khi is the Keyhandle corresponding to the Counter i. The function g(Ki−1, i)
generates the session key Ki as shown in Fig. 7 and 8. The function fKi(.) is shown in Fig. 3 and 4. ‘ctr’ is the
counter used to record the number of authentication requests successfully satisfied by the U2F token.



collection of different traces corresponding to different input-output pairs computed under same key.

6.2 Role of ‘ctr’

The value ‘ctr’ can be a global or a local (specific to a website) variable as explained in [12, 13]. It gets
incremented after each successful authentication phase of the U2F protocol. In this work we consider the
‘ctr’ as a global variable. The value ‘ctr’ helps to detect cloning though it is not a secure approach towards
that goal. Specifically, after each successful authentication the value of the ‘ctr’ gets incremented and the
server keeps the current value in its database. If the received value of ‘ctr’ at Step8 of Fig. 11 is less than the
last recorded ‘ctr’ at the server database, it shows a chance of cloning of the U2F token. This way a simple
use of counter ‘ctr’ may help to detect cloning of the U2F token which is in practice not easy to detect or
prevent.

6.3 Role of U2F db

The database at U2F token is represented as U2F db. It contains the value generated at registration phase
corresponding to each registration. For each registration the U2F db keeps a tuple including site-specific
keypairs (PKu, SKu), Keyhandle Khi corresponding to Counter i, for instance the tuple (PKu, SKu, Khi,
i) as shown in Fig. 10. The value of Counter shows the total number of entries in the U2F db. The use of
database can not be optional to provide a secure authentication against side channel attack. To make the
protocol side channel resistant, it is required to allow only the legitimate computations inside the U2F token.
Therefore, valid entries are verified from the U2F db before initiating any computation. At our modified
authentication phase information leakage is possible due to illegitimate computation providing wrong counter
and Keyhandle pair (Khi, i) as explained in Section 6.1. This can easily to prevented by verifying the existence
of the pair, for example, (Khi, i) in the U2F db before initiating the computation.

6.4 Role of S db

The database at the server is represented as S db. It contains the values generated at registration and
authentication phase corresponding to each registered username u. For each username it keeps a tuple
including hash of the password with salt H(p ‖ s), public key PKu for u, Keyhandle Khi and corresponding
to Counter i, the certificate Acert, the signature SM and the value of ‘ctr’ to record number of successful
authentication corresponding to the U2F token i.e., a tuple (u,H(p ‖ s), PKu, Khi, i, Acert, SM , ctr) as
described in Fig. 11. At the time of authentication phase, if the server receives the value of ‘ctr’ from the
U2F token which is less than the value of ‘ctr’ in S db, it marks the U2F token as compromised. It shows
the higher chance of cloning of the device. The values from S db when verified through successful execution
of our modified authentication phase, user gets access to the server database.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate our proposed modified U2F protocol considering different scenarios under the modified
registration and authentication phases. We evaluate considering different combination of values that can
be tampered and effect the security of the overall system.

7.1 Modified Registration Phase

At this phase the values forwarded by the browser to the U2F token at Step3 contains AppId, ChannelId
and random challenge R. Only the value AppId is useful for the computations of the values, specifically the
Keyhandle which is used at the time of authentication phase.

Scenario-I (AppId, R, ChannelId) This is the case of authentic request for registration. Valid Khi would
be registered when corresponding to Counter is i. Multiple registration request with legitimate inputs
may reveal the signing key SKT as discussed in Section 4 through side channel, however single signature
is safe.



Scenario-II (AppId′, R, ChannelId) This is the case when authentic AppId is replaced with tampered
AppId′ at the time of registration request. Therefore, at U2F token, Keyhandle would contain AppId′

not AppId. Hence, authentication to fack AppId′ without detection is possible when everytime AppId is
replaced to AppId′ else it shows DoS attack for legitimate AppId.

7.2 Modified Authentication Phase

We evaluate possible scenarios by tampering the values (AppId, Khi, i) corresponding to Counter=i. These
values are provided by the browser to the U2F token at Step4 of Fig. 11 and further verification of Step5 is
performed using them.

Scenario-I (AppId, Khi, i): This is the case when valid inputs corresponding to Counter i is provided to
U2F token. As values are not tampered computations of Step5 satisfies validation and hence are further
Steps. This is the scenario of successful authentication at U2F token. Further issue is covered under
Scenario-IX.

Scenario-II (AppId, Khi, i
′): This is the case when Counter i corresponding to the Khi is tampered to

value i′. In this scenario if the check for entries at U2F db is not performed, incorrect computation
corresponding to i′ produces Ki′ and corresponding computation of Khi′ . The detection is possible with
the verification of Khi having legitimate AppId as explained in Fig. 11. When multiple request with i′ and
different legitimate (AppId, Keyhandle) pair are provided, such unwanted computation leaks information
about the key Ki′ . By compromising Ki′ an attacker can reveal all Kis where i > i′. Which also discloses
the value of SKu when function is fKi

−1(.) as shown in Fig. 3. After registration phase, the signature
at each authentication phase is performed with SKu. Therefore, it is easy to simulate functionality of
the U2F token including SKu without possession of the token. However, new registration knowing the
SKu can not be verified as at the time of registration the signing key is SKT . Therefore, verification
with database is required to restrict such malicious attempt.

Scenario-III (AppId, Kh′i, i): This is the case when Khi corresponding to Counter i is tampered to value
Khi′ . In this scenario if the check for entries at U2F db is not performed, computations corresponding
to i produces Ki and then Khi. The detection is possible with the check that Khi 6= Khi′ . This is a
case of Denial of Service (DoS) attack after initiating unnecessary computations.
Apart from DoS attack, this scenario similar to Scenario-II can compromise the key Ki and further SKu.
This is possible when an attacker obtains multiple traces corresponding computations with key Ki and
different Kh′i. As early detection is always preferred, verifying with database entry is required to allow
only valid computations.

Scenario-IV (AppId, Kh′i, i
′): This is the case when both the Keyhandle and the Counter values are

tampered. Without the check of valid entries both the scenario of II and III are possible. Hence verification
with database entry to allow valid computations is required.

Scenario-V (AppId′, Khi, i): This is the case when AppId corresponding to valid registered Khi, i is
tampered to other value AppId′. This fails to satisfy the verification computation of Step5. Hence,
The scenario comes under the DoS attack. Hence database entry to stop unnecessary computations is
required.

Scenario-VI (AppId′, Khi, i
′): This is the case when Counter i corresponding to the Khi is tampered to

value i′ and AppId to AppId′. In this scenario if the check for entries at U2F db is not performed, incorrect
computation corresponding to i′ produces Ki′ and corresponding computation of Khi′ . The detection is
possible with the verification of Khi and AppId. Such unwanted computation leaks information about
the Ki′ . Multiple such attempts with valid Keyhandle but incorrect i′ leak information about Ki′ .
Compromising Ki′ an attacker can reveal all Kis where i > i′. Which also discloses the value of SKu

as explained under Scenario-II. Hence, software simulation of the U2F authentication phase is feasible.
Therefore, verification with database entry is required to allow only valid computations.

Scenario-VII (AppId′, Kh′i, i): This is the case when Khi corresponding to Counter i is tampered to
value Kh′i and AppId to AppId′. In this scenario if the check for entries at U2F db is not performed,
computation corresponding to i produces Ki and then Khi. The detection is possible with the check
that Khi 6= Khi′ . This is a case of DoS attack after performing unnecessary computations. Another
possible attack through side channel is by collecting traces from the computations corresponding multiple
such invalid Keyhandle and valid Counter i pairs. It compromises the key Ki and hence SKu as



explained under Scenario-II. Therefore, verification with database entry is required to allow only valid
computations.

Scenario-VIII (AppId′, Kh′i, i
′): This is the case when all the three values, the Keyhandle, the Counter and

the AppId are tampered. Without the check of valid entries both the Scenarios of II and III as explained
above are possible. The repeated incorrect i′ may leak information about Ki′ and all Kis where i > i′.
When correct Khi corresponding to i is known, SKu can be disclosed when function is fKi

−1(.) as shown
in Fig. 3. This helps to simulate the future authentication by the token. Hence database entry to allow
valid computation is required.

Scenario-IX (AppId, Khi, i, R, ChannelId) The value of R is fixed for a particular session, hence it changes
at each authentication request. When the values AppId, Khi, i are genuine then all computations of Step5
of Fig. 11 are verified and finally the signature S is computed including the value of R. As R is one-
time, an attacker with access to the U2F token can initiate multiple computations corresponding to the
legitimate values but every time gets signature on different input (as R varies). Therefore, signature with
SKu on different input provides different output. Collection of power traces corresponding to different
input-output pairs again leaks information about the key SKu. This helps an easy simulation of the
authentication without the possession of the token. The only possible solution is to restrict the use of
token by an attacker.

8 Limitations of U2F

At the authentication phase of the U2F protocol, a signature S is obtained with site-specific signing key
SKu as shown at Step5 of Fig. 11. The values to sign are fixed except R which is randomly generated at each
authentication request initiated by the token. As explained above under Senario-IX, this changing R provides
different input-output pairs computed under same key SKu which may leak the value of SKu through side
channel attack. Therefore it is easy for an attacker to initiate a legitimate authentication request multiple
times and compromise the key. Then it can simulate the legitimate authentication without possession of the
token. This attack is not possible to prevent with existing U2F solution. The possible countermeasure is to
restrict the computation only to genuine users of the token. One possibility is to take biometric input to
first authenticate a legitimate user and then initiate the further computations. Therefore, the scenario above
shows a limitation of U2F solution. Another limitation is transaction non-repudiation as mentioned in the
specifications [12,13] and explained in Section 3.

9 Possible Side Channel Attacks on Universal Authentication Framework
(UAF) Protocol and Mitigation

The UAF protocol is an authentication protocol proposed by FIDO alliance which supports biometric
authentication to provide a unified and extensible authentication mechanism that supplants passwords [8].
It involves five entities as shown in Fig. 12. The user of the protocol, a UAF authenticator which is similar
to U2F token but also includes a database and the verifier to authenticate users biometric input. The ASM
which is the software to work as an interface between the UAF authenticator and the browser. The user
browser which is called the FIDO client, the relying party which is the web server and the FIDO server
which runs on the relying party’s infrastructure and maintains a database extracting the data coming from
the UAF authenticator. Similar to the U2F protocol, the UAF protocol can be explained in three phases:
1. The UAF Manufacturing Phase that mainly assigns device secret key DSK and an asymmetric keypair
(PKM , SKM ) to the UAF authenticator, 2. The UAF Registration Phase which registers a user for future
authentication and 3. The UAF Authentication Phase which authenticates the registered users. Following is
the description of the three phases of the UAF protocol.

9.1 UAF Manufacturing Phase

This phase is executed at the time of manufacturing of the UAF token as shown in Fig 13. In this phase the
UAF token is provided with a randomly generated unique secret called Device Secret Key DSK at Step1. At
Step2, a public-private key pair (PKM , SKM ) is provided to the token. The (PKM , SKM ) keypair is not a
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one-time generation. Once randomly generated from a key generation function, the manufacturer provides
the same (PKM , SKM ) pair to multiple tokens. The scenario can be interpreted as the keypair (PKM , SKM )
generated for the manufacturer and shared with all the tokens manufactured by it. At Step3, a certificate
Acert issued by a trusted CA which includes PKM (the public key of the manufacturer) is provided to the
token. During the registration phase, the signature with SKM is verified with PKM which is extracted from
Acert by the server. This verification proves the genuineness of the UAF token. Therefore, both DSK and
(PKM , SKM ) are fixed for a token while the same (PKM , SKM ) values are provided to multiple tokens which
preserve the anonymity of the token. An integer counter ‘ctr’ is provided at Step4. This ‘ctr’ is initialized to
value zero and gets incremented after each successful execution of the authentication phase.

$Step1: DSK ← {0, 1}n
Step2: (PKM , SKM )
Step3: Acert
Step4: Global variable ctr=0

Fig. 13: UAF Manufacturing Phase. The key DSK is a randomly generated n-bit secret. The keypair
(PKM , SKM ) is the asymmetric keypair of the manufacturer shared with the token. Acert is the certificate signed by
a trusted CA which includes PKM . At the time of registration phase, a signature with SKM is verified with PKM

from Acert by the server to prove the genuineness of the UAF token. The global variable ctr is initialized to zero and
incremented after each successful authentication.

9.2 UAF Registration Phase

The registration procedure is explained in Fig 14. Initially the username u and password p are communicated
to the FIDO client at Step1 which is forwarded to the server at Step2. At Step3 the server verifies the values
u and H(p ‖ s) which is the hash of the password where s is the salt. On successful verification, the server
triggers the UAF registration request to FIDO server at Step4. At Step5 the FIDO server generates a r bit
random challenge R to differentiate each request. The FIDO server sends the UAF registration policy which
includes the authentication modes supported by it and the value R to the server at Step6 which is forwarded
at Step7 to the FIDO client. At Step8 the FIDO client forwards the identity of the server as AppId and
the value R alongwith the registration policy to the ASM. ASM generates an n-bit random value called
the kid and computes a value called keyhandle access token (KT) which is the hash of the AppId and kid.
The ASM stores the pair (kid, KT) in its database represented as A db. At Step9, the ASM forwards the
received values of Step8 and the pair (kid, KT) to the UAF token. At Step10 the UAF token requests user
verification satisfying the UAF registration policy communicated by the FIDO server. On successful user
verification, at Step11 the UAF token first generates a website specific public-private key pair represented as
(PKu, SKu) by applying a random key generation function K(·). The function K(·) can be an openSSL key
pair generation library which needs as input an elliptic curve such as the NIST standard P-256 curve. We
define a key dependent function fK(·) where K is the secret key. The UAF token computes the function with
key DSK and outputs fDSK

(SKu,KT, u) which is called the Keyhandle Kh. The above function can be
instantiated with any block cipher such as AES in CBC mode or HMAC. It then computes a signature S ←
SignSKM

(R, AppId, ChannelId, AAID, kid, PKu). At Step12, the token sends the values PKu, C, AAId, kid
and S along with ACert to the ASM. The ASM forwards the received values to the browser at Step13. The
browser forwards the received values to the server at Step14. After receiving the values, the server forwards
the values to the FIDO server at Step15. At Step16, the FIDO server first verifies the signature S with PKM

from the certificate Acert. This verification proves the genuineness of the UAF token. On verification, the
FIDO server updates its database FIDO db with the values (AAId, kid) corresponding to the username u
and it shows the successful registration of the UAF token else the server rejects the registration request. The
UAF protocol allows a user to register multiple tokens with the same account.
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Fig. 14: UAF Registration Phase. The key DSK , the asymmetric keypair(PKM , SKM ) with attestation certificate
Acert which includes PKM and the counter ‘ctr’ are from the manufacturing phase. AppId is the URL of the server.
ChannelId is the TLS ChannelId. FIDO db is the FIDO server database. R is a r bit random number generated by
FIDO server. K(·) is a random key generation function which generates the keypair (PKu, SKu). fDSK (·) with key
DSK is the function to generate Keyhandle Kh, A db is the database of ASM.



9.3 UAF Authentication Phase

The authentication procedure is explained in Fig 15. Once second factor authentication with UAF is
registered, for example, when the values (AAId, PKu, kid, Acert) corresponding the username u are
registered with the FIDO server, the subsequent login to the website needs to verify the registered values by
communicating with the UAF token through browser. The steps are as follows. After receiving username u
at Step1, the browser forwards the value to the server at Step2. On receiving the value, the server requests
UAF authentication to the FIDO server at Step3. The FIDO server checks its database to retrieve the values
AAId and kid. At Step4 the FIDO server generates a r bit random challenge R and sends it along with
AAId, kid and the policy to the server at Step5. The server appends its AppId and forwards the received
values to the browser at Step6. The browser forwards the received information with ChannelId to the ASM at
Step7. Checking the policy, the ASM selects the authenticator supported by the attached UAF token. It then
computes the keyhandle access token KT from the received AppId and kid and a value C which is the hash
of values (AppId, R, ChannelId) at Step8. At Step9, the ASM sends the values AAId, KT and C to the UAF
token. On receiving the values, the UAF token requests the user verification at Step10. It first verifies the user
with stored biometric template at Step11. On successful verification, it verifies Kh corresponding the received
KT at Step12. Specificlly, it performs inverse computation fDSK

−1(Kh) = (SK ′u,KT ′, u′). It then compares
the received KT with the computed KT ′. If a successful match happens, the token increments a counter
represented as ‘ctr’. This ‘ctr’ can be a global or a local variable. If it is local variable then each AppId gets
its own ‘ctr’ else a single ‘ctr’ is used across all registered AppId. Throughout the explanation we consider
‘ctr’ as a global integer variable. The value of the ‘ctr’ is incremented after each successful authentication by
the UAF token. This value ‘ctr’ is introduced to detect cloning of the UAF token as explained in Section 6.2
for U2F. The UAF token signs the values (AAId, C, ctr) with SKu which is represented as S and sends the
values S and ctr to the ASM at Step13. The ASM then forwards the values to the browser at Step14 and
similarly the browser forwards to the server at Step15. At Step16 the server sends the values to the FIDO
server. Finally the FIDO server verifies the received signature S with stored key PKu for the username
u from FIDO db. On successful verification, it keeps the ‘ctr’ value with the database and this shows the
successful completion of the authentication process.

9.4 Attack on UAF

The UAF authenticator, similar to the U2F authenticator, is assigned a unique device secret key DSK

and an asymmetric keypair (PKM , SKM ) with attestation certificate Acert at the Manufacturing phase
by the manufacturer. The key DSK is used to compute Keyhandle as explained for the case of UAF and
can be compromised by applying side channel attack following the explanation of the Section 4.1. Similarly,
the attestation private key SKM which is used as the signing key to perform signature during the UAF
registration phase, can be compromised as explained in Section 4.2. We recommend the same countermeasure
explained in Section 5 to protect the DSK in case of UAF and to provide unique (PKM , SKM ) pair to each
UAF authenticator to mitigate the attack on SKM . Providing side channel attack resistant solution is crucial
for any hardware that can be an easy access to any attacker. Therefore, prevention or mitigation of SCA is
of utmost importance considering UAF as well.

10 Conclusions

In this work, we observe that the side channel attack is possible on U2F protocol which may compromise the
device secret key DSk and attestation private key SKM following the explanation of the specifications [12,13].
Both of these keys are assigned to the U2F token at the manufacturing phase of the U2F protocol. This side
channel attack can completely break the second factor U2F solution. We suggest countermeasure to protect
the DSk and suggest modification in the protocol to mitigate the attack of compromising the SKM . We also
present the detailed analysis of the U2F protocol including its security analysis. The side channel attacks
can be applied to any such secure device that uses a single fixed key either for encryption or signature and
hence the UAF protocol is also an easy target of this side channel attack. We provide a brief overview of the
UAF protocol showing how the similar solution for U2F can be applied to UAF as well.
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Fig. 15: UAF Authentication Phase. The key DSK , the asymmetric keypair(PKM , SKM ) with attestation
certificate Acert which includes PKM and counter ‘ctr’ are provided at the manufacturing phase. The FIDO server
database FIDO db contains all the required values generated at the registration phase corresponding to a registered
username. R is a r bit random number generated by the server. AppId is the URL of the server. ChannelId is the
TLS ChannelId. The value Kh is the Keyhandle. ‘ctr’ is the counter used to record the number of authentication
requests successfully satisfied by the UAF token.



The open problem for the security of U2F protocol is to find a signature scheme secure against side
channel attack. This is an interesting problem which can help to secure many implementations that leak
private key through side channel. Working on the countermeasure to overcome the limitations of U2F as
explained in Section 8, is another interesting problem to explore.
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